RENTAL PROTECTION PLAN

As a service to our customers, Hawthorne Cat offers a Rental Protection Plan that provides some limited protection from accidental direct physical loss of or damage to rented/leased equipment.

Physical Damage Waiver Includes the following losses:

- Accidental Damage
- Fire
- Over Turns
- Falling Objects
- Collision
- Flood
- Theft
- Vandalism

Hawthorne’s Rental Protection Plan does not cover:

- General Liability
- Auto Liability
- Worker’s Compensation
- Intentional Acts
- Loss of Use
- Tire Damage
- Wear & Tear

Advantages:

- No need to provide proof of physical damage insurance at time of rental
- Assures you have the proper physical damage coverage and limits
- $5,000 Equipment Damage Fee on all equipment (equipment value under $20,000, RPP will be 25% of replacement cost)
- Convenience of purchasing protection and having losses settled through Hawthorne
- Eliminates physical damage losses being charged to your insurance company
- Affordable price of 15% of the cost of the rental
- Waives your obligation to pay for most physical damages losses

For more information contact your Hawthorne Rental Sales Representative at 671.649.4257.

www.hawthornecat.com